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Abstract

• In this poster, we present our approach for generating the precise meaning represen-
tation of linear programming problems.

•Our approach leverages the labeled semantic entities that are part of the input and
uses BART to generate the meaning representations.

•We also discuss our model’s sensitivity to optimization and compare the difference in
using the base and the large versions of BART.

Introduction

• This task aims to generate the meaning representations of linear programming word
problems. The meaning representations can be converted to a format that is under-
stood by linear programming solvers.

• The input to the model consists of a word problem, labeled semantic entities, and
order mapping of variable mentions.

PROBLEM:
A berry picker must pick CONST DIR at least LIMIT 3000 strawberries and
LIMIT 15000 raspberries. He visits two farms. For each OBJ NAME hour at
VAR farm 1 he spends, he can pick PARAM 50 strawberries and PARAM 300 rasp-
berries. For each OBJ NAME hour at VAR farm 2 he spends, he can catch PARAM 70
strawberries and PARAM 200 raspberries. How many OBJ NAME hours should he
spend at each farm to OBJ DIR minimize the OBJ NAME amount of time he spends
at both farms?

ORDER MAPPING:
farm 1: 0, farm 2: 1

–

'type': 'objvar',
'direction': 'minimize',
'name': 'amount of time',
'vars': ['farm 2', 'farm 1']

˝

–

'type': 'linear',
'direction': 'at least',
'limit': '3000',
'terms': –'farm 2': '70', 'farm 1': '50'˝,
'operator': 'GREATER˙OR˙EQUAL'

˝,

–

'type': 'linear',
'direction': 'at least',
'limit': '15000',
'terms': –'farm 1': '300', 'farm 2': '200'˝,
'operator': 'GREATER˙OR˙EQUAL'

˝
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Dataset

• The dataset for this subtask consists of 1101 linear programming word problems, di-
vided into the train, dev, and test splits consisting of 713, 99, and 289 problems, re-
spectively.

• These problems are from advertising, investment, sales, production, science, and
transportation domains. The training split contains problems only from the first three
domains, whereas the dev and test splits contain problems from all six domains.

Output Formulation

OBJECTIVE:

max x + y

CONSTRAINTS:

50x + 70y ≥ 3000
300x + 200y ≥ 15000
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1 Always maximize. For minimization, invert the signs.

2 The limits are upperbounds. For lowerbounds, invert the signs.

ALGEBRAIC FORMULATION CANONICAL FORMULATION

Our Approach

Our approach is built on top of the baseline method, which uses BART with Copy Mech-
anism for generation, with two modifications:
• The input is enriched to incorporate the named-entity information.
• The model outputs the objective and constraints at once.

Named Entity-Based Enrichment
Our approach adds tags around the named entities in the input (XML-like tagging with
start and end tags). For example, the problem shown in the Introduction section would
be enriched as shown below:

A berry picker must pick ¡CONST˙DIR¿ at least ¡/CONST˙DIR¿ ¡LIMIT¿

3000 ¡/LIMIT¿ strawberries and ¡LIMIT¿ 15000 ¡/LIMIT¿ raspberries. He

visits two farms. For each ¡OBJ˙NAME¿ hour ¡/OBJ˙NAME¿ at ¡VAR¿ farm 1

¡/VAR¿ he spends, ... the ¡OBJ˙NAME¿ amount of time ¡/OBJ˙NAME¿ he

spends at both farms?

Model Output Format

¡DECLARATION¿¡OBJ˙DIR¿ minimize ¡/OBJ˙DIR¿¡OBJ˙NAME¿ amount of time

¡/OBJ˙NAME¿ [is] ¡VAR¿ farm 2 ¡/VAR¿ [TIMES] ¡PARAM¿ ONE ¡/PARAM¿¡VAR¿

farm 1 ¡/VAR¿ [TIMES] ¡PARAM¿ ONE

¡/PARAM¿¡/DECLARATION¿¡DECLARATION¿¡CONST˙DIR¿ at least

¡/CONST˙DIR¿¡OPERATOR¿ GREATER˙OR˙EQUAL ¡/OPERATOR¿¡LIMIT¿ 3000

¡/LIMIT¿¡CONST˙TYPE¿ [LINEAR˙CONSTRAINT] ¡/CONST˙TYPE¿ [is] ¡VAR¿ farm

2 ¡/VAR¿ [TIMES] ¡PARAM¿ 70 ¡/PARAM¿¡VAR¿ farm 1 ¡/VAR¿ [TIMES]

¡PARAM¿ 50 ¡/PARAM¿¡/DECLARATION¿¡DECLARATION¿ ... ¡/DECLARATION¿

Experiments

Training Details
•We used BART-large as the pre-trained model and fine-tuned it on the NL4Opt subtask
2 dataset.

•We used one A100 GPU with 40GB VRAM to train the model for our final submission.
• The implementation was based on Transformers 4.3.0 and used PyTorch 1.14.0 (the
development version).

•We used deterministic implementations of PyTorch methods along with a fixed seed
to ensure reproducibility.

Metrics
The model is evaluated based on declaration-level accuracy.

Accuracy = 1−
∑N
i=1 FPi + FNi∑N
i=1Di

where N is the number of examples. For i th example, Di is the number of ground truth
declarations, FPi is the number of non-matched predicted declarations, and FNi is the
number of excess ground truth declarations.

Results
Our best model achieved an accuracy of 0.874 with greedy decoding and 0.882 with a
beam size of 5 on the validation set. On the test set, it achieved an accuracy of 0.899
with a beam size of 5.

Sensitivity to Optimization
The model achieved varied accuracy values when the training was initialized with differ-
ent seeds. The fine-tuning was very sensitive to hyperparameter values including seeds
with the large version of BART.

We ran our approach with pre-trained models BART-base and BART-large for 10 different
seeds (5 common and 5 different seed values). Below are the accuracy values achieved
by the model on the validation set with greedy decoding. We used one V100 GPU with
32GB VRAM for training these models.

BART-large 85.9 89.0 61.3 84.4 56.2 75.4 74.9 75.1 62.1 35.9

BART-base 80.8 81.5 76.2 80.8 79.2 81.5 81.0 79.7 81.2 80.8

It can be observed from the above table that BART-large has a standard deviation of
15.47 compared to 1.52 for BART-base.
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